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Moving house in Germany: 7 things you need to 
know about setting up utility contracts 

1. Not everything is privatised 

If you're from a country where there are countless providers for gas, 

water, internet, and electricity, it may come as a surprise to find out 

that, in Germany, the is still owned by the state. This 

means that, if you move around in the same locality, you'll be using 

the same water supplier as before - although different suppliers are 

responsible for different districts. 

For the most 

part, energy 

and gas are 

owned and 

run by private 

entities, but in 
recent years a 

few city states 

Hamburg and Munich - have brought their power grids back into 

public hands. The idea of renationalising the energy supply is 

currently gaining ground in Germany, but so far, this has only been 

done on a local level, so in most cases you'll still be dealing with 

private energy providers. 

With companies competing for customers, you can expect to find 

numerous bonuses for switching or staying with an existing energy 

providers, which can include money off your bill in the second year 

of a contract, or free gifts such as bikes an electronics. 

According to Check24, two people curr~nt ly using an average 

amount of electricity per year can currently expect to pay around 

€50 per month for their contract, and anywhere from €20-40 for their 

internet and landline. Gas for a two-person household, meanwhile, 

could set you back around €65 per month. 

2. You may need to give a lot of notice to cancel old contracts 

If you've opted for a long-term contract at your old apartment, you'll 

likely have to observe a minimum notice period (or 

'KUndigungsfrist') when you cancel it. For 24-month contracts with 

1n .. erDet Rroviders such as o2 this can be anywhere between four 

weeks and three months, after which t ime the contract will 

automatically renew for another 12 months. 

- most 

notably 


